The Italian Journalist

Oriana Fallaci was an Italian journalist, author, and political interviewer. A partisan during World War II, she had a long
and successful journalistic career. Fallaci.This is a list of journalists from Italy: This is a dynamic list and may never be
able to satisfy particular standards for completeness. You can help by expanding it.Pages in category "Italian
journalists". The following pages are in this category, out of approximately total. This list may not reflect recent changes
( learn.List of notable or famous journalists from Italy, with bios and photos, including the top journalists born in Italy
and even some popular journalists who immigrated.The Sicilian mafia sought to have a journalist killed for his reporting
on their activities, investigators said on Tuesday.Jan Kuciak was shot dead while investigating the mafia in Slovakia. We
need to shield brave writers like him, writes the Italian journalist.The Slovakian journalist Jan Kuciak was investigating
political corruption linked to an Italian mafia group at the time of his murder, according to.The trial of Ukrainian
National Guard soldier Vitaly Markiv in Italy on charges of murdering an Italian photojournalist in the Donbas started
this.Pietro Nenni, in full Pietro Sandro Nenni, (born February 9, , Faenza, Italy died January 1, , Rome), journalist and
politician who was leader of the.Apocalypse (Not) Now - An Italian Journalist Hits the Slopes to Take North Korea's
Pulseby Pio d'Emilia For a journalist, traveling to the De.A story about the Italian Mafia stealing European Union
development cash in Slovakia may have prompted the murder of an investigative.An Italian journalist was targeted in
the dead of the night this week as five shots were fired into his home three of the bullets were embedded.With the
Italian interior minister refusing to allow migrant ships to dock in Italian ports, just weeks after coming to power. In
recent years.Pope Francis has named Italian journalist Paolo Ruffini as his new Prefect of the Dicastery for
Communications, making him the first layman to.Thanks to the support of the Italian Cultural Institute of Montreal, we
are pleased to announce this year, the Italian journalist Alessandra Fanelli.An investigative journalist from Il Quotidiano
del Sud (the Daily of the South) Michele Albanese has been studying 'Ndrangheta for 30 years.
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